Tutorial: Theory of Evolutionary Computation
Anne Auger (INRIA Saclay)
&
Benjamin Doerr (École Polytechnique)

PPSN 2014, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Target for This Tutorial
 Give an introduction to EA theory aimed at an audience that is not working
in theory already.
 What is theory?
 Why do theory?
 How can the general EA community profit from theory?

 Feel free to ask questions at any time!
 We’re happy to receive all kinds of feedback.
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Introduction: What do we mean by theory? Why? Why not?
[b10:50] How theory can help understand EC: 3 examples
 Warning: What looks easy might be difficult
 Choosing good representations, operators, …
 Do we need crossover?
[a11:10] Basics: from discrete to continuous optimization
 “interesting” theoretical questions and their relationship to practice
[a11:30] Linear convergence of adaptive algorithms
 illustrate benefits and limitation of theory wrt experiments
[a11:50] Information geometry perspective
 where theory sheds new light on “old” algorithms and gives new
perspectives for algorithm design
[b12:10] The F-words in theory
[b10:35]
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What Do We Mean With Theory ?
 Definition (for this tutorial): By theory, we mean results proven with
mathematical rigor and nothing else.
 Mathematical rigor:
 make precise the EA you regard
 make precise the problem you try to solve with the EA
 make precise a statement on the performance of the EA solving this
problem
 prove this statement
 Example: The (1+1) EA finds the optimum of the OneMax test function
𝑓: {0,1}𝑛 → ℝ; 𝑥 ↦ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 in an expected number of at most 𝑒𝑒 ln(𝑛)
iterations.
Proof: blah, blah, …
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Theory, Theories, and Everything Else
 Theory: Mathematically proven results
 Experimentally guided theory: Set up an artificial experiment to
experimentally analyze a particular question
 example: add a neutrality bit to two classic test functions, run a GA on
these, and derive insight from the outcomes of the experiments
 Descriptive theory: Try to describe/measure/quantify observations
 example: parts of landscape analysis
 “Theories”: Unproven claims guiding our thinking
 example: building block hypothesis
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Theory, Theories, and Everything Else
 Theory: Mathematically proven results
 =====<in this tutorial, we focus on the above>==============
 Experimentally guided theory: Set up an artificial experiment to
experimentally analyze a particular question
 example: add a neutrality bit to two classic test functions, run a GA on
these, and derive insight from the outcomes of the experiments
 Descriptive theory: Try to describe/measure/quantify observations
 example: parts of landscape analysis
 “Theories”: Unproven claims guiding our thinking
 example: building block hypothesis
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Why Do Theory? – Results
 Absolute guarantee that the result is correct
 for yourself
 for reviewers and journal
 for the reader of your papers: anyone with moderate maths skills can
fully check your result

 Many results can only be obtained by theory, e.g., because you make a
statement on a very large or even infinite set
 all bit-strings of length 𝑛,
 all TSP instances on 𝑛 vertices,
 all input sizes 𝑛 ∈ ℕ,
 all possible algorithms for a problem
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Why Do Theory? – Approach
 A proof (automatically) gives insight in
 how things work ( working principles of EC)
 why the result is as it is
 Self-correcting/self-guiding effect of proving: When proving a results, you
are automatically pointed led to the questions that need more thought
 Trigger for new ideas
 clarifying nature of mathematics
 playful nature of mathematicians
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The Price for all This
Theory results are very true, very trustworthy, very exact. This comes at a
price… Possible drawbacks include:
 Restricted scope: So far, mostly simple algorithms (e.g., (1+1) EA) on
simple problems (test functions, “easy” graph problems) could be analyzed
 Less precise results: constants are not tight, or not explicit as in
“𝑂(𝑛2 )” = “less than 𝑐𝑛2 for some unspecified constant 𝑐”

 More general than you want: You get a weaker statements for all problem
instances instead of a strong one for the practically more relevant ones
 Theory results can be very difficult to obtain
 the proof might be short and easy to read, but finding it took long hours
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Theory and Experiments:
Complementary Results
THEORY
 cover all problem instances of
arbitrary sizes
 guarantees
 proof tells you the reason
 only models for real-world
instances, and even this is hard
 limited scope
 limited precision
 implementation independent
 finding proofs can be difficult

EXPERIMENTS
 only a finite number of instances
of bounded size
 have to hope that this is
representative
 only tells you numbers
 real-world instances





everything you can implement
exact numbers
depends on implementation
often cheap to do

 Ideal: Do both theory and experiments. Difficulty: Get good theory people
and good experimental people to talk to each other…
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What Can Theory Do For You?
3 Discrete Examples
 Debunk misconceptions: What looks easy can be hard
 Give advice how to design EAs
 Contribute to the discussion how useful crossover is
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Example 1: Prevent Misconceptions
 Misconception: Functions without local optimal are easy to optimize
 Horn, Goldberg, Deb (PPSN’94), Rudolph (1997), Droste, Jansen,
Wegener (PPSN’98): There is a function 𝑓: {0,1}𝑛 → ℝ such that
 𝑓 has no local optima: If 𝑓(𝑥) is not maximal, then by flipping a single
bit of 𝑥 you can get a better solution
 several common EAs need time exponential in 𝑛 with high probability

 D.,Jansen, Sudholt, Winzen, Zarges (PPSN’10): There is a function
𝑓: {0,1}𝑛 → ℝ such that
 𝑓 is strictly monotonic: if you obtain 𝑦 from 𝑥 by flipping any zero to one,
then 𝑓 𝑦 > 𝑓 𝑥 [super-easy, no local optima, (1,…,1) is unique opt.]
 the (1+1) EA with mutation probability 16⁄𝑛 needs time exponential in 𝑛
with high probability
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Example 2: Help in the Design of EA
 Example: Several theoretical works on shortest path problems
 Scharnow, Tinnefeld, Wegener (PPSN’02)
 D., Happ, Klein (CEC’07)
 Baswana et al. (FOGA’09)
typical theorydriven curiosity

 All use a vertex-based representation:
 each vertex points to its predecessor in the path
 mutation: rewire a random vertex to a random neighbor
 D., Johannsen (GECCO’10): How about an edge-based representation?
 individuals are set of edges (forming reasonable paths)
 mutation: add a random edge (and delete the one made obsolete)
 Result: All previous algorithms become faster by a factor of ≈
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Example 2: Help in the Design of EA
 Theory result (proven, can be made precise): Going from a vertex-based to
an edge-based representation speeds up several existing algorithms.
 Message beyond this particular result: Possibly, edge-based
representations can be superior also for other graph problems
 Many more theory results giving advice/suggestions to the algorithm
designer:
 representations for the Eulerian cycle problem (where a permutation of
edges is asked for)
 optimal mutation probabilities
 different selection mechanisms
 …
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Example 3: Do We Need Crossover?
 Applied work: Using crossover and mutation together seems to work well.
 Holland’s (1975) building block hypothesis (BBH):
 A genetic algorithm works by combining short, low-order, highly fit
schemata (“building blocks”) into fitter higher order schemata.
 Forrest, Mitchell (1993): Disprove BBH experimentally *
 design a simple optimization problem that perfectly fulfills the BBH
 experiments: a simple hill-climber is much faster than a standard
crossover-based algorithm
 What can theory add to this debate?
 Possible first tiny step: Find a problem and a reasonable EA such that
the EA with crossover performs better than without
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First Theory Contribution
 Jansen&Wegener (1999): Jump functions.
– fitness of an n-bit string x is the number of ones, except if this is in
{n-k,…,n-1}, then the fitness is the number of zeroes.

|x|1
n/2

n-k

n

– Hope: One quickly finds many bit-strings with 𝑛 − 𝑘 ones, then
crossover combines two of these into the optimum x* = 11…..1

– Analysis: Mutation needs Θ(𝑛𝑘 ) iterations, with uniform crossover
𝑂(𝑛2 log 𝑛) suffice, but only for very small crossover rates (≤ 1/n)
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More Theory on Crossover
 Sequence of follow-up works
 Fischer&Wegener (GECCO 2004)
 Storch&Wegener (TCS 2004)
 Sudholt (GECCO 2005)
 Jansen&Wegener (Disc. Appl. Math. 2005)
 …but all regard quite artificial problems
 ‘‘It will take many major steps to prove rigorously that crossover is
essential for typical applications.’’ (Jansen&Wegener (2005))
 Insight: If it is so hard to find a single convincing problem where crossover
provably helps, maybe crossover is not so important?
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Good News: Crossover Can Work
 First classic optimization problem where crossover provably gives a speedup (of around a factor of 𝑛): All-pairs shortest path problem 
[D., Happ, Klein (Gecco’08), D., Theile (Gecco’09), D.,Johannsen, Kötzing,
Neumann, Theile (PPSN’10)]

 proof also reveals why crossover works here: crossover finds some
good solutions, mutation “fills the gaps” and finds the rest
 not primarily “putting together of building blocks”
 More recent works:
 Sudholt (Gecco’12): Crossover can even help for the simple OneMax
problem (constant factor improvement)
 D., Doerr, Ebel (Gecco’13): log 𝑛 factor improvement for OneMax

 working principle: crossover as repair mechanism (known from ES,
first time in discrete optimization)
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Example 3: Summary
Theory work on crossover:
 It was hard to find a single convincing example where crossover was
provably helpful. Possibly, crossover is not so important, or it gives
improvements too small to be visible with theory methods (e.g., constant
factors improvements or lower order terms)
 The few examples where crossover works indicate that other principles
than the building block hypothesis are more relevant.
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Theory of EC in Continuous Domain
Basics: from discrete to continuous optimization	

	

 	

 “interesting” theoretical questions and their
relationship to practice	

!

Linear convergence of adaptive algorithms	

	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 illustrate benefits and limitations of
theory wrt experiments	

!

Information geometry perspective 	

where theory sheds new light on “old” algorithms and
gives new perspectives for algorithm design

Theory vs Experiments	

Theory and experimental work complement each other very well	

	


	


theoretical results can hold for class of functions (infinite # of f)	

 	


	


	


experiments done on single functions	


	

	


	

	


(often) on functions where theory cannot be tackled	

	


	


	


	


	


need theoretical results to generalize (like invariance)	

 	


	

 theory can reveal unexpected results that one would not have 	

	

 thought about (testing)	

!

	

 	

 theory finds inspiration in simulation / experiments	

	

	


	


simulations are useful to test quickly (promising) hypothesis	


	


	


for algorithm design: both theory and experiments are essential	


!

Optimization in the Continuous World	

Minimize f : D ⇢ Rn ! R+

i.e. find essential infimum f (x⇤ ) = ess inf f

Essential infimum

qµ = ess inf f

PrX⇠µ (f (X) < qµ ) = 0
PrX⇠µ (f (X) < qµ + ✏) > 0 for all ✏
depends on µ

qµ

A Simple Continuous Algorithm	

(1+1)-ES

(1+1)-ES constant step-size

n
R

+
R ,

Given f :
!
Initialize X0 2 Rn

>0

While not happy

X̃t = Xt + N (0, Id )
If f (X̃t )  f (Xt )
Xt+1 = X̃t
t=t+1

Sampling density
N (0, Id )

comparison-based algorithm
2-D multivariate normal	

distribution density

A Simple Continuous Algorithm	

(1+1)-ES

(1+1)-ES constant step-size

n
R

+
R ,

Given f :
!
Initialize X0 2 Rn

>0

While not happy

X̃t = Xt + N (0, Id )
If f (X̃t )  f (Xt )
Xt+1 = X̃t
t=t+1

This algorithm 	

will never hit the optimum
8x 6= x0 , 8t > 0, Pr(Xt = x) = 0

because for a continuous random variable Y

Pr(Y = x) = 0 for all x
here Y = N (0, Id )

A Simple Continuous Algorithm	

(1+1)-ES
Given f : Rn ! R+ ,

Initialize X0 2 Rn

While not happy
X̃t = Xt + N (0, Id )
If f (X̃t )  f (Xt )
Xt+1 = X̃t
t=t+1

(1+1)-ES constant step-size
>0

This algorithm 	

will never hit the optimum
8x 6= x0 , 8t > 0, Pr(Xt = x) = 0

instead
Pr(Y 2 B(x, ✏)) > 0 for all x

A Simple Continuous Algorithm	

(1+1)-ES
n
R

(1+1)-ES constant step-size
+
R ,

Given f :
!
Initialize X0 2 Rn

>0

While not happy

X̃t = Xt + N (0, Id )
If f (X̃t )  f (Xt )
Xt+1 = X̃t
t=t+1

This algorithm 	

will never hit the optimum
8x 6= x0 , 8t > 0, Pr(Xt = x) = 0

instead the algorithm can approximate the 	

optimum with arbitrary precision

Discrete versus Continuous	

Hitting Time
Discrete domain: hitting time of the optimum
T = inf{t 2 N, Xt = x? }

Continuous domain: hitting time of epsilon-ball around optimum
fix an arbitrary ✏, define
?

T✏ = inf{t 2 N, Xt 2 B(x , ✏)}
= inf{t 2 N, kXt

?

x k  ✏}

(alternative) T✏ = inf{t 2 N, |f (Xt )

Note: depends also on dimension

T✏ = T (✏, n)

f (x? )|  ✏}

Hitting Time versus Convergence
Finite hitting time for all epsilon
T✏ = inf{t 2 N, Xt 2 B(x? , ✏)}

T✏ < 1 for all ✏ > 0

()
Convergence towards the optimum
lim Xt = x

?

t!1

translate that an algorithm approximates the 	

optimum with arbitrary precision

Hitting Time versus Convergence

fixed cost

kXt

?

x k

two side of a coin, measuring
the hitting time T✏ given a fixed precision ✏
the precision kXt x? k (or ✏) given the iteration number t

✏

fixed precision

T✏ T✏

T✏

t

On Convergence alone …
A theoretical convergence result is a “guarantee” that the algorithm
will approach the solution in infinite time

lim Xt = x

?

t!1

often the first/only question investigated about an optimization algorithm

But a convergence result alone is pretty meaningless in practice as it
does not tell how fast the algorithm converges

need to quantify how fast
the optimum is approached

Quantifying How Fast the Optimum is Approached	

For a fixed dimension

convergence speed of

dependency in ✏ of T✏

Xt towards x?

find ✏ 7! ⌧ (✏, n)

Scaling wrt the dimension

dependency of convergence
rate wrt n
Compromises to obtain such results:	

asymptotic in n, in epsilon / t

find n 7! ⌧ (✏, n)

Linear Convergence
⇣ c⌘
kXt+1 x? k
⇡ exp
?
kXt x k
n
kXt+1 x? k
log
⇡
?
kXt x k

x? k

kXt
log
kX0

kXt

c
=
n

t

y
x

x? k
⇡
?
x k

c
n

c
t
n

Linear Convergence
x? k

⇣ c⌘
kXt+1 x? k
⇡ exp
?
kXt x k
n

kXt

c
=
n

y
x

kXt
log
kX0

x? k
⇡
?
x k

t

Different formal statements (not exactly equivalent)
almost surely
1
kXt
lim log
t!1 t
kX0

x? k
=
?
x k

c
n

in expectation
⇣ c⌘
E [kXt+1 x? k]
= exp
?
E [kXt x k]
n
kXt+1 x? k
E log
=
?
kXt x k

Connexion with Hitting Time formulation
n
✏0
T✏ ⇡ log
c
✏

c
n

c
t
n

Pure Random Search	


Simple Convergence Rate Analysis	

f : x 7! kx

x? k2 , x? 2]0, 1[n

Pure Random Search
sample Yt ⇠ U[0,1]n i.i.d.
Xt = argmin{f (Y1 ), . . . , f (Yt )}
sample uniformly, keep best solution seen	

blind algorithm

Convergence with probability one
?

lim Xt = x almost surely

t!1

proof ingredients:

Pr(kY x⇤ k  ✏)
(> 0)
X
X
⇤
Pr(kXt x k > ✏) 
(1
t

t

)t < 1

implies a.s. convergence 	

(corollary of Borel Cantelli lemma)

Pure Random Search	


Simple Convergence Rate Analysis	

Formulation via hitting time

Theorem: For all ✏ such that B(x? , ✏) ⇢]0, 1[n
E(T✏ ) =
proof idea:

(n/2 + 1) 1
✏n
⇡ n/2

T✏ follows a geometric distribution with parameter p(✏, n) = Pr [Y 2 B(x? , ✏)]
1
E[T✏ ] =
p(✏, n)

Formulation via convergence rate
kXt

x? k ⇠

(n/2 + 1)1/n 1
p
⇡
t1/n

same convergence rate for (1+1)-ES with constant step-size

Convergence Rates - Hitting time
Wrap up

Hitting time!
scaling

Rate of convergence

1

Pure Random Search!

!

t1/n

(1+1)-ES constant step-size

Linear Convergence (fixed n)!
!
!!!!!+!
Linear dependence wrt n

1
✏n

E [kXt

⇣ c ⌘t
x? k] = exp
E [kX0
n

1
kXt
lim log
t!1 t
kX0

x? k
=
x? k

c
n

x? k]

n
✏0
log
c
✏

constant σ

0

0

10

step−size too small |

constant step−size

function value

function value

10

random search

−3

10

|

step−size too large

−6

10

−9

10

0

optimal step−size
(scale invariant)

0.5
1
1.5
function evaluations

random search

−3

10

−6

10

−9

2
4

x 10

10

0

optimal step−size
(scale invariant)

adaptive
step−size σ

500
1000
function evaluations

How to achieve linear convergence?

1500

Adaptive Stochastic Search Algorithms
(1+1)-ES
R+ ,

Given f :
!
Initialize X0 2 Rn

>0

While not happy

X̃t = Xt + N (0, Id )
If f (X̃t )  f (Xt )
Xt+1 = X̃t
t=t+1

the step-size

constant σ

needs to be adapted

adapt the scaling of the mutation

0

10
function value

Rn

random search

−3

10

−6

10

−9

10

0

adaptive
step−size σ

optimal step−size
(scale invariant)

500
1000
function evaluations

1500

optimal step-size on f (x) = kxk2
t

=

? kX

tk

step-size proportional to the distance	

to the optimum

Adaptive Stochastic (Comparison-Based)
Optimization Algorithms	

Step-size adaptive algorithms

Linear convergence on wide class of
functions (ample empirical evidence)

Matyas, Random optimization, 1965	

Schumer, Steiglitz, Adaptive step size random search, 1968	

Devroye, The compound random search,1972	

Rechenberg, Evolution Strategies (ES), One-fifth success rule,1973	

Schwefel, Self-adaptive Evolution Strategies (SA-ES), 1981	

Ostermeier, Hansen, Path-Length Control (CSA), 1994, 2001

Covariance matrix adaptive algorithms
Kjellström, Gaussian Adaptation, 1969	

State-of-the-art algorithm
Hansen, Ostermeier, Covariance Matrix Adaptation ES, 2001	

Glasmachers, Schaul,Yi, Wiestra, Schmidhuber, Exponential Natural ES, 2010	

!

Learn second order information 	

solve efficiently ill-conditioned non-separable problems (ample
empirical evidence)

(1+1)-ES with One-fifth Success Rule	

Step-size adaptive algorithm
n
R

Given f :
Initialize X0

+
!R
n
2R ,

0

>0

While not happy
X̃t = Xt +

t N (0, Id )

If f (X̃t )  f (Xt )
Xt+1 = X̃t
t+1 = exp(1/3) t increase step-size if success
Else
1/4
=
exp(
1/3)
t+1
t decrease step-size otherwise
t=t+1
Rule of thumb: maintain a
success probability of 1/5

Linear Convergence	

General Lower Bounds

General Lower Bound (Jägersküpper, GECCO 2006)
Independently of how the mutation is adapted and on which function is
optimized, the (1+λ) and (1,λ)-ES (λ > 1) need

⌦(n log(1/✏) / ln( ))

function evaluations (w.o.p.) until the approximation error is at most an εfraction from the initial one.
Teytaud, Gelly PPSN 2006: general lower bounds for comparison-based algorithms

A, Hansen GECCO 2006, Jebalia, A, Liardet 2007: tight lower bounds, explicit
asymptotic (in n) estimates 	

	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 related to progress rate theory (Beyer, Arnold)
	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 important for algorithm design

Linear Convergence - Upper bound	

(1+1)-ES with one-fifth success rule	

Upper Bound on the sphere (Jägersküpper, GECCO 2006)

Consider a (1+l)-ES with one-fifth success rule optimizing the SPHERE
2
function f (x) = kxk , then the algorithm needs

p

O(n log(1/✏) / ln )

function evaluations until the approximation error is an ε-fraction
from the initial one.

if

is smaller than O(n) then

p

ln

faster

results on certain convex-quadratic functions where linear dependency
in the condition numbers is proven (Jägersküpper, TCS 2006)

Linear Convergence on Scaling-Invariant Functions	

Markov Chain Approach
Scaling-invariant functions
f is scaling-invariant if for all ⇢ > 0, x, y 2 Rn
f (⇢(x

x? ))  f (⇢(y

x? )) , f (x

x? )  f (y

x? ) .

Sufficient conditions for linear convergence proven for scale-invariant
step-size adaptive algorithms on scaling-invariant functions	

	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 stability analysis of underlying Markov chain

Linear Convergence of Comparison-based Step-size Adaptive Randomized Search via Stability of Markov Chains, Auger,
Hansen, 2014, http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.7697

Linear Convergence on Scaling-Invariant Functions	

Markov Chain approach
Proof of linear convergence of (1+1)-ES with one-fifth success rule by
showing that the sufficient conditions are satisfied on positively
homogeneous functions	

↵

f (⌘x) = ⌘ f (x)

!

	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


stability analysis of underlying Markov chain

Linear Convergence on Positively Homogeneous Functions of a Comparison Based Step-Size Adaptive Randomized
Search: the (1+1) ES with Generalized One-fifth Success Rule, Auger, Hansen, 2014, http://arxiv.org/abs/
1310.8397

Previous results derived for the SPHERE function only used the same
approach for the (1,λ)-ES with self-adaptation (AA, TCS 2004)	


Benefits and Limitations of Theory 	


Linear CV of Adaptive Stochastic Search Algorithms
Convergence is proven on whole class of functions (pos. homogeneous
functions) containing infinitely many functions	

	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 impossible to experiment on all those functions	

!

proofs limited to a few algorithms (not CMA yet), not on all functions
where we want to check the convergence	

	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 resort to experiments	

!

Jägersküpper’s proofs likely to be difficult to generalize to other
algorithms (according to the author himself), not clear how much they
generalize to other functions	

!

MC approach does not allow to obtain explicit estimates for the
convergence rate	

!

Theory of EC in continuous domain
Basics: from discrete to continuous optimization	

	

 	

 “interesting” theoretical questions and their
relationship to practice	

!

Linear convergence of adaptive algorithms	

	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 	

 illustrate benefits and limitations of
theory wrt experiments	

!

Information geometry perspective 	

where theory sheds new light on “old” algorithms and
gives new perspectives for algorithm design

Adaptive Stochastic Search
Changing the point of view
:R ⇥R
⇥
( ):
,...,

,...,

⇥

⇤R

⇥

( , ,...,

⇥,

( ), . . . , ( ⇥ ))

R
:

⇥
:=(m,C) ( ) =

m + N ( , C)
(
exp
m) C

( ⇥) |C|

(

m)

Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategies (CMA-ES) [N. Hansen et al, 2001-2013]	


⇥

m

!

Exponential Natural Evolution Strategies (xNES) [T. Glasmachers et al, 2010]

{ |(

m) C

(

m) =

}

Information Geometric Optimization
Transform original problem into optimization problem on
the statistical manifold
( )=

( ) ( )

not invariant to mont. transformation of f
Wiestra et al. Natural Evolution Strategies, CEC 2008!
Sun et al. Efficient natural evolution strategies GECCO 2009!
Glasmachers et al. Exponential NES GECCO 2010

( )=
: [ , ] ⇤⇥ R

(

[ : ()

( )]) ( )

Ollivier et al. Information-Geometric Optimization Algorithms: A Unifying Picture via
Invariance Principles, arXiv

Perform a natural gradient step on
=

⇥+ = ⇥ +
=⇥ +

⇥ log
⇥

⇥[ : ( )

( )

˜ =

˜ (⇥)|⇥=⇥
⇥
⇥
(

( ) ⇥ log
⇥

˜⇥ ln
( )])⇥

⇥(

) |⇥=⇥

⇥

( )
⇥
⇥

( )

Information Geometric Optimization
Monte Carlo approximation of the integral
⇥+ = ⇥ +

(

⇥

[ : ()

˜⇥ ln
( )])⇥

⇥(

) |⇥=⇥

⇥

( )

( ), = , . . .
⇥

⇥+ = ⇥ +

⇤

(

˜
ln
)

( )

=

= (m, C)
CMA-ES with rank-mu update (Hansen et al. 2004)	

Akimoto et al. Bidirectional relation between CMA evolution strategies and natural evolution strategies, 2010 PPSN XI
xNES

New Perspectives for Algorithm Design
Apply same natural gradient derivations for new families of
probability distributions	

!

Example: Gaussian distribution with restricted parametrization
(Akimoto et al. GECCO 2014)	

 	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


Large Scale Optimization (linear number of
parameters to be adapted)	


!

Still, not the answer to everything as the Information
Geometric framework does not cover “many” relevant aspects
for robust algorithm design:	

	

 	

 	

 - choice of some parameters (learning rate, …)	

	

 	

 	

 - cumulation, …
where theory and experiments/practice complement each other

The F-Words in Theory
 Besides (hopefully) short- or medium-term useful results, theory also ask
and tries to answer questions that are

FUNDAMENTAL

 Besides being difficult, mathematical, tricky, full of negative surprises,
theory can be

FUN

 I’ll now show you how to bring the two together
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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A Fundamental Question
 How difficult is a problem for evolutionary methods?
 Since “evolutionary methods” is hard to define precisely (and we do
theory), let us broaden the scope to black-box optimization.
 Black-box optimization: you do not have access to an explicit problem
description, but all you can do is evaluate solution candidates.
 evolutionary algorithms
 ant colony optimization
 local search, random search, …
 How difficult is a problem for black-box optimization = what is the
performance of the best black-box algorithm for this problem?
 black-box complexity (BBC) of the problem
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Example: BBC of Needle Functions
 Needle functions: For all 𝑧 ∈ 0,1 𝑛 , let
𝑓𝑧 ∶ 0,1

𝑛

→ 0,1 ; 𝑥 ↦ �

1, 𝑥 = 𝑧
.
0, 𝑥 ≠ 𝑧

 How many fitness evaluations do you need to find the maximum of any
of these functions?
 First answer: You can try all bit-strings one after the other.
After 2𝑛 fitness evaluations, you surely found the optimum.
 𝐵𝐵𝐵 ≤ 2𝑛 .

Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Definition of BBC
 This example made precise: For all 𝑧 ∈ 0,1 𝑛 , let
𝑓𝑧 ∶ 0,1

𝑛

→ 0,1 ; 𝑥 ↦ �

Let 𝐹 ≔ 𝑓𝑧 𝑧 ∈ 0,1

𝑛

1, 𝑥 = 𝑧
0, 𝑥 ≠ 𝑧

“instance”.

} “problem”.

 A black-box algorithm 𝐴 for 𝐹 takes any 𝑓𝑧 ∈ 𝐹 (blindly) as input. It may
evaluate any 𝑥 ∈ 0,1 𝑛 in a black-box fashion (it learns 𝑓𝑧 (𝑥), but nothing
else). It may use randomness.
f∈F

Black-Box
Algorithm A

x1
f(x1)

[knows the
Heuristic
problem
F]

x2
f(x2)

Search

Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Definition of BBC (2)
 This example made precise: For all 𝑧 ∈ 0,1 𝑛 , let
𝑓𝑧 ∶ 0,1

𝑛

→ 0,1 ; 𝑥 ↦ �

Let 𝐹 ≔ 𝑓𝑧 𝑧 ∈ 0,1

𝑛

1, 𝑥 = 𝑧
0, 𝑥 ≠ 𝑧

“instance”.

} “problem”.

 A black-box algorithm 𝐴 for 𝐹 takes any 𝑓𝑧 ∈ 𝐹 (blindly) as input and tries to
find the optimum by evaluating search points.
 𝑇 𝐴, 𝑓𝑧 ≔ Expected number of evaluations until 𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑓𝑧 ) is evaluated
 𝑇 𝐴, 𝐹 ≔ max 𝑇 𝐴, 𝑓𝑧
𝑓𝑧 ∈𝐹

 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐹 ≔ min 𝑇 𝐴, 𝐹
𝐴

= “min number of fitness evaluation to solve 𝐹”

 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐹 ≤ 2𝑛 , because “ask all 𝑥 ∈ 0,1 𝑛 in some fixed order” for any
𝑓𝑧 ∈ 𝐹 needs at most 2𝑛 fitness evaluations to query the optimum 𝑧 of 𝑓𝑧

Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Lower Bounds
 Definition (reminder):
 𝑇 𝐴, 𝑓𝑧 ≔ Expected number of evaluations until 𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑓𝑧 ) is evaluated
 𝑇 𝐴, 𝐹 ≔ max 𝑇 𝐴, 𝑓𝑧
𝑓𝑧 ∈𝐹

 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐹 ≔ min 𝑇 𝐴, 𝐹
𝐴

= “min number of fitness evaluation to solve 𝐹”

 To prove a lower bound “𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐹 ≥ 𝑥𝑥𝑥”, we need to show that any blackbox algorithm 𝐴 needs at least 𝑥𝑥𝑥 fitness evaluations (for some 𝑓𝑧 )

 For needle functions: 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐹 ≥ 2𝑛 + 1 ⁄2 ≈ 2𝑛−1 .
 very informal argument: can’t do better than trying random
search points (without repetition)
 Corollary: Any EA, GA, ACO algorithm, swarm intelligence method etc.
needs at least 2𝑛 + 1 ⁄2 ≈ 2𝑛−1 fitness evaluations to solve the
Needle problem. Universal lower bound 

Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Lower Bound For Needle (Formal)
 Reminder: To prove a lower bound “𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐹 ≥ 𝑥𝑥𝑥”, we need to show that
any black-box algorithm needs at least 𝑥𝑥𝑥 fitness evaluations (for some 𝑓𝑧 )
 Theorem: For needle functions, we have 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐹 ≥ (2𝑛 + 1)⁄2.

 Proof:
 Let 𝐴 be any black-box algorithm for needle functions.
 Let 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … be the sequence of search points 𝐴 evaluates. Note that
this does not depend on 𝑓𝑧 (except that we stop when 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑧). Hence
we may assume that 𝐴 chooses (possibly randomly) an enumeration
𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … of the search space 0,1 𝑛 and then evaluates 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … in
that order until the optimum is found.
 Some maths: For any random sequence 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … there is an 𝑓𝑧 such
that the expected position of 𝑧 in the sequence is at least (2𝑛 + 1)⁄2.
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Example 2: OneMax Functions
 OneMax functions: For all 𝑧 ∈ 0,1 𝑛 , let
𝑓𝑧 ∶ 0,1

𝑛

→ 0,1 ; 𝑥 ↦ 𝑒𝑒 𝑥, 𝑧 ≔ | 𝑖 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖 }| “# bits in which 𝑥, 𝑧 agree”

[hence 𝑓(1,…,1) is the classic OneMax function counting the 1s in the bit-string]

 What is the BBC of the OneMax functions?

 Upper bound 1: The (1+1) evolutionary algorithm optimizes any 𝑓𝑧 in
𝑒𝑒 ln(𝑛) iterations  𝐵𝐵𝐵 ≤ 𝑒𝑒 ln(𝑛).

 Upper bound 2: You can learn the bits of 𝑧 one after the other. E.g. if
𝑓𝑧 1𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛 ≥ 𝑓𝑧 (0𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛 ), then 𝑧1 = 1, else 𝑧1 = 0.  𝐵𝐵𝐵 ≤ 𝑛 + 1.
 Theorem [Erdős,Rényi ’63]: 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = Θ

Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Example 2: OneMax Functions
 Theorem [Erdős,Rényi ’63]: 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = Θ

𝑛
log 𝑛

.

 There is a black-box algorithm finding the optimum 𝑧 of any OneMax
function 𝑓𝑧 ∶ 0,1 𝑛 → 0,1 ; 𝑥 ↦ 𝑒𝑒 𝑥, 𝑧 ≔ | 𝑖 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖 }| with only
2 𝑛⁄log 2 𝑛 fitness evaluations.
 There is no algorithm doing better than 𝑛⁄log 2 𝑛.

 Note: There are papers presenting faster algorithms for OneMax
 these algorithms cannot work for all OneMax functions (because of the
theorem above)
 typically, these algorithms are designed for the “counting 1s” function
only
 in a sense, they derive their better performance by exploiting the fact
that they know the optimal solution (1, … , 1) already
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Example 2: OneMax Functions
 Theorem [Erdős,Rényi ’63]: 𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = Θ

𝑛
log 𝑛

.

 ER’63-algorithm:
 Evaluate 2 𝑛⁄log 2 𝑛 random search points 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … and store their
fitnesses 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , …
 With high probability, there is only one 𝑓𝑧 such that 𝑓𝑧 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 for all 𝑥𝑖
 Then 𝑧 is the optimal solution 

 Comments:
 This is an artificial algorithm and not useful for any real problem
 But this is OK for now, because it tells us the black-box complexity of
the OneMax problem.
 We could use this as a trigger and ask ourselves if there are better EAs
for OneMax (indeed, there are)
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Fun:
Mastermind
Mastermind
 Mastermind: 2-player game
k
n
 CodeMaker hides a 4-digit 6-color code C.
 CodeBreaker tries to guess it using few
guesses
 Guess: Some color code G
 Answer:
 Number of positions in which C and G
agree (“black answer-pegs” [here: red])
 Number of additional code letters that occur
in a wrong position (“white pegs”)

Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Fun: Mastermind
 Mastermind: 2-player game
 CodeMaker hides a 𝑛-digit 𝑘-color code C.
 CodeBreaker tries to guess it using few
guesses
 Guess: Some color code G
 Answer:
 Number of positions in which C and G
agree (“black answer-pegs” [here: red])
 Reminder: OneMax functions: For all 𝑧 ∈ 0,1 𝑛 , let
𝑓𝑧 ∶ 0,1 𝑛 → 0,1 ; 𝑥 ↦ 𝑒𝑒 𝑥, 𝑧 ≔ | 𝑖 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑧𝑖 }| “# bits in which 𝑥, 𝑧 agree”
 Observation: BBC(OneMax) ≙ 𝑛-digit 2-color Mastermind!
–  You can win Mastermind with 2 𝑛⁄log 2 𝑛 guesses
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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BBC and Population Size
 The OneMax functions have a surprisingly low BBC of only 2 𝑛⁄log 2 𝑛.
 Most evolutionary algorithms need at least 𝑛 ln(𝑛) fitness evaluations.
 Question: Can this discrepancy be explained by the fact that the ER’63
black-box algorithm stores 2 𝑛⁄log 2 𝑛 search points? Is the black-box
complexity larger when we restrict the memory to some 𝑘 < 2 𝑛⁄log 2 𝑛.
 Note: Use restricted BBCs to gain fundamental insight about EA
parameters, here the population size
 Conjecture (Droste, Jansen, Wegener (2006)): For 𝑘 = 1, the memory
restricted BBC is of order 𝑛 log 𝑛.

 Theorem (Doerr&Winzen (2012)): No, even with memory 𝑘 = 1, the BBC
remains at a low 𝑐𝑐⁄log 𝑛, where 𝑐 is some (unknown) constant.
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Fun Fact: Memory-1 BBC(OneMax)
= Mastermind with Only Two Rows
 Precise rules:
 We start the game with an
empty board
 If there is an empty row, CodeBreaker can enter a guess, which
will be answered by CodeMaker
 If there is no empty row, CodeBreaker must empty one of the two rows
and forget the content.
 Observation: Black-box algorithms with memory restriction 𝑘 = 1 exactly
correspond to strategies for Mastermind with two rows
 Theorem: CodeBreaker can find the secret code with O(n / log n) guesses
even when there are only two rows.


PS: There is a BBC paper at PPSN’14 (by Badkobeh, Lehre, Sudholt), tomorrow first session
Anne Auger & Benjamin Doerr: Theory Tutorial
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Final Summary
 Theory (strict definition): Precise results proven with mathematical rigor.
 Complements well with experiments
 Theory: safest possible assertion, reader can check the proof, “for all”
statements, many problems too complicated to prove exact bounds or
something at all
 Experiments: more error-prone, less reproducibility, finite number of
tests, exact numbers, real-world examples


Achievements:
 debunk misbeliefs
 give advice in algorithm design
 understand working principles of EA

Hvala!
Thanks!

 PS: We’ll put the slides on the PPSN page, sorry for being late.
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